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Abstract: This Trends article discusses the types of questions asked of Iraqi authorities by United Nations weapons inspectors in the process of searching for weapons of mass destruction as well as validity for the questioning process.

Theory and research in clinical and personality assessment includes an ongoing discourse on the relative merits of subtle versus obvious assessment questions. Obvious questions denote those questions with significant face validity and with content that seems to “make sense” to the assessor independent of systematic observation or controlled experimentation. An example would be asking a person whether that person is depressed during a clinical evaluation for the referral question of whether that person is depressed. Subtle questions may have substantial validity as founded by systematic observation or controlled observation but may seemingly have nothing to do with that which is to be assessed. An example would be asking a person whether he/she likes baseball during a personality evaluation for the referral question of whether that person is suitable to receive a high-level security clearance. It turns out that both subtle and obvious questions may have their place in effecting a valid assessment.

The same distinction between subtle and obvious questions is being made by Iraqi officials and United Nations (UN) inspectors searching for weapons of mass destruction within Iraq. According to The New York Times, the Iraqi officials are accusing the UN inspectors of raising questions “outside their proper mission.” As an example, an Iraqi official is cited to have stated that “it is within their [the inspectors’] mandate to inspect military installations” and ask questions about the command structure of identified processing plants, but not to ask similar questions about the command structure of military installations [that have not been identified as processing plants.] However, from the inspectors’ perspective, questions seemingly not directly addressing elements of weapons of mass destruction may have significant bearing on such weapons. In this controversy, the Iraqis are taking the obvious viewpoint, while the UN inspectors are taking the subtle one.